Yet decades later, when some suspected the group of being a kind of scientific caucus andevolutionary naturalism supported a meliorist vision of an improving, progressive, but nonrevolutionary society. The professionalizing scientists made alliances with others who shared their naturalistic creed and their political vision of orderly reformn.
In writing more directly on the X Club, Moore, drawing on Turner, ascribed conscious, provocative social and intellectual purposes to the members. In the middle of controversy over Darwinism and Essays and Reviews, and faced by the "Declaration of the Students of the Natural Sciences," the network around Huxley and Hooker feared that resurgent orthodoxy would "stifle dissent, impede research, and put paid to liberal reforms." But the X Club was not merely a defensive alliance: "they plotted an aggressive campaign to reclaim nature from theology and to place scientists at the head of English culture." Moore emphasizes the role of Darwin: the X Club members defended their friend from ignorant and abusive criticism, and they advocated his naturalistic theory because it legitimated their ambitions for cultural leadership."
The mutual support of amateurs and professionals within the X Club is a problem for Turner's professionalization interpretation of the conflict between science and religion. My analysis of the micropolitics of the Royal Society shows that, although the X Club members used their power to adapt the Society to the needs of professional researchers and to assert the independent authority of science, professionalizers did not edge out amateurs. Most notably, the X Club members supported their fellow member Spottiswoode, a wealthy amateur, over G. G. Stokes, an eminent but poor and devoutly Christian professional, for the presidency in 1878.12 John Clark has offered an important reinterpretation of the scientific, social, and ideological position of Sir John Lubbock. Lubbock, who appears in recent history of science narratives representing professional science, appears in economic history representing the London banking elite and in political history as a public moralist and representative whigliberal Member of Parliament. Clark overcomes these historiographical contradictions by placing professionalism and scientific naturalism "within a liberal, centre-right, 'generalist,' intellectual culture." Socially, Clark locates Lubbock as a member of the intellectual aristocracy, with the responsibility of guiding public morality. Politically, he locates Lubbock as a "whig-liberal" seeking a reformed Established Church, promoting education as a means of achieving both individual moral regeneration and social stability, and opposing any readjustment of private property. Through these interpretations Lubbock emerges most consistently as a "public moralist." He drew social and ethical conclusions about human behavior from his naturalistic, scientific studies of the social behavior of ants. Although not a professional scientist, he represented the "professional ideal," advocating hard work, meritocracy, and a science of progress.'3 These interpretations mesh easily with Turner's emphasis on cultural authority, and with Desmond and Moore's identification of a meliorist social vision, but suggest a less exclusive interpretation of Turner's professionalizing scientists.
My account here will focus on the prehistory of the X Club. Previous studies, my own included, have either ignored the prehistory or conflated prehistory and history, thereby hiding the extent of the future members' joint action before 1864. The joint activities and the schemes projected before November 1864 are significant for what they suggest of the members' intentions when, as Tyndall described it, "it was deemed advisable" to meet once a month.'4 More generally, this account of the formation of the club allows reexamination of the relationship between professional science and gentlemanly culture. Participation in elite gentlemanly networks appears as a means by which the new professionals exercised cultural leadership, and scientific gentlemen emerge as useful allies within scientific societies, providing the respectable cover of traditional leadership for controversial policies.
The growth of the group can be divided into three phases: during a period of "selfadvancement," the future members struggled to find a place in the scientific community; once established, they began to be concerned with the state of science; and then, in the early 1860s, they associated science with issues of intellectual freedom and saw themselves as part of a great liberal party. The order of names in Hirst' s list is significant. John Tyndall, his friend and mentor for almost twenty years, came first because he was always first in Hirst's mind. Next came J. D. Hooker, whom, Hirst noted twelve years later, at the one hundredth meeting of the club, "we regard as the founder."'5 Thomas Huxley, third, was the social center about whom the friendship network developed in London in the mid 1850s. The others are listed in the order in which they became part of the network. Although other friends and allies who did not become part of the club are included in the story here, it is difficult, without a long discussion of the networks of Victorian science, to avoid a teleological account of the X Club's formation. To avoid confusion, I will describe the emerging group before 1864 as the "X network" and reserve the title "X Club" for the formal post-1864 group.
DISADVANTAGED OUTSIDERS: MAKING FRIENDS AND MAKING CAREERS
The members of the X Club were friends-but not just friends. Their friendships were based on shared life experiences, cemented by shared beliefs and values, and used for mutual support and advantage. The shared experiences of relative disadvantage in a scientific community of privileged, mostly Anglican, gentlemen and the shared rejection of Christian orthodoxies for naturalistic, science-based understandings of the universe were important in forming their early sense of identity as disadvantaged outsiders. Although some of the individual biographical stories are well known, it is in the parallels, and the disparities, that the nature of the club appears. The X network developed in the mid 1850s in London from two earlier friendship trios: Tyndall, Hirst, and Edward Frankdand, artisans who became physical scientists; and Huxley, George Busk, and Hooker, surgeons who became naturalists. From the mid 1850s members of these two groups met through the friendship of Huxley and Tyndall, supporting one another as they struggled to make their way, socially and professionally, in scientific London. Spencer, Lubbock, and Spottiswoode, although acquainted with individuals within the network, did not become part of the dining and holidaying circle until the early 1860s. Lubbock and Spottiswoode came from socially privileged Anglican backgrounds, and their participation in the network marked a new phase in the development of the club.
Tyndall, Hirst, and Frankland came to science through skilled trades and the mechanics' institute culture of the north of England. John Tyndall (1820-1893), an Irishman, had worked as a surveyor for the Irish and English Ordnance Surveys and suffered unemployment before he began making money as a surveyor in the railway boom of the mid 1 840s. The fifteen-year-old Thomas Hirst (1 830 -1892) met Tyndall in 1845 when he joined the Halifax firm in which Tyndall was chief surveyor. (See Figure 1. ) Tyndall was by then a serious young man, so committed to self-improvement through education that "duty" led him to attend a Mechanics' Institute lecture rather than a dance. 16 Hooker, Huxley, and Busk had all entered science through medicine and association with the navy-but at different social levels: Busk was the son of an English merchant at St. Petersburg and Hooker a Glasgow graduate, while Huxley had served an apprenticeship in the East End of London. As their navy and medical service ended in the early 1850s they sought stimulation and opportunity in the London scientific community. Instead, they were frustrated and disappointed by the dilettantish state of natural history and, for Huxley especially, the difficulty of finding paying positions in science. They found in each other a "philosophical," systematic concern with natural history that contrasted with the undirected enthusiasm and leisurely style of the collectors of specimens who dominated natural history institutions.22
T. H. Huxley (1825-1895), assistant surgeon in the Royal Navy, had returned to London from the Rattlesnake voyage at the end of 1850. His credentials had been established through letters and articles sent back from distant parts of the empire and formally read or published in his absence. Now he hoped that the navy would support him on half pay while he wrote up his collections for publication. He was welcomed by Sir Roderick Murchison and Sir Charles Lyell, leading gentlemen of the Geological Society, and within six months had been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. But as Huxley bitterly described it to Henrietta Heathorn, his fiancee, even "great distinction and reputation" did not bring a salaried scientific position. the late 1850s he took Sunday walks with Tyndall and with Huxley, but he was known to other members of the network more by reputation than in person. Busk, Frankland, and Hooker were willing to be publicly associated with Spencer's grand naturalistic philosophy of the universe when they joined Huxley, Tyndall, and other liberals and radicals such as Carpenter, Darwin, Lyell, Chapman, Lewes, and "George Eliot, Esq.," in subscribing to his projected "System of Philosophy" in 1860. 37 Religious unorthodoxy bound them together against an Anglican establishment and also isolated them from many devout dissenters. Huxley, Tyndall, and Frankland were constrained by ungentlemanly financial circumstances. Mutual career support continued to be important. Tyndall reported with self-satisfaction to Hirst that he had successfully proposed quarterly "Scientific Review," modeled on the status quarterlies and aimed at the general middle-class public. In the Victorian period journalism provided a platform for radical intellectuals who, being outside both church and chapel, lacked pulpits and endowments. Books and journals were replacing the sermon as "the standard vehicle of serious truth."48 On a winter Sunday afternoon, Tyndall and Huxley called on Frankland before visiting Hooker at Kew, where they "argued upon the desirability of a new scientific review" as they promenaded in the gardens. After further discussion the following Sunday, Hooker was deputed to discuss the project with John Murray, the publisher, although by the time Hooker saw Murray they had already had second thoughts about the time and energy that would be expended in writing and persuading others to write a quarterly review of science. Murray confirmed their doubts by pointing out more difficulties: weekly papers were replacing quarterlies, a purely scientific review would not appeal to the general public whose attention they wished to secure, a well-paid editor was a necessity, and "there must be a staff of promising contributors and also promised contributions, and all contributors must be wellpaid." Only months later Tyndall and Huxley were involved in a project "to work up the public for Science" through regular columns in the Saturday Review. As with the proposed "Scientific Review," the journalistic models were the opinion-forming quarterly reviews. Huxley's intention, as advertised on the title page, was to provide "critical" discussion on "general" biological problems in a "philosophical" (that is, nondogmatic) spirit for both a specialist and a general audience. This ambitious project failed, and Huxley withdrew in 1863. The problems were predictable: it took too much work; there was an insufficient general audience for what proved to be a specialist review-and to make matters worse, the anatomical plates were regarded as unsuitable for a general audience; and the review was perceived, correctly, as "the organ of one party" rather than as the representative of unprejudiced, purely scientific inquiry.59
From 1862 members of the X network tried to get the Royal Society's premier award, the Copley Medal, for Darwin, but others resisted this indirect recognition of the merit of the Origin. Darwin was nominated, unsuccessfully, by Carpenter and Lubbock in 1862 and 1863. In 1864 Busk, seconded by Hooker's old friend Hugh Falconer, tried to separate the award from any controversy over the Origin by omitting mention of the volume in the formal recommendation.60 Some council members, to avoid even indirect approval of Darwin's theory, nominated an opposing candidate. Although Darwin won the election, the president, General Edward Sabine, effectively sabotaged the X network victory when, at the official presentation, he announced that the Origin was "expressly excluded" from the grounds of the award. Too late to prevent it, Huxley and the normally quiet Busk could only protest at this tendentious and unauthorized statement by the president.61
The involvement of the X network in theological controversy in the early 1860s demonstrates the extent to which the men of science were participating in elite general culture and shows Hooker's energetic commitment to the touchstone liberal issue of Church reform.62 The theological reinterpretations of Essays and Reviews, written to publicize new directions in theological and historical scholarship, created a greater furor than the Origin. The religious public was shocked, less by the repeated argument that theology must be reinterpreted and its spiritual essence distilled from the now-unbelievable literal accounts of Scripture than by the fact that these views were advocated by ordained clergy of the Church of England who had sworn conformity with its doctrines. Even worse, the Pentateuch offered the spectacle of a bishop using his office to "propogate infidelity." The essayists and Colenso were widely charged with heresy, but their defenders asserted that if liberty of speech were not granted to clergy then either dishonest silence would be required of them or "the more hopeful and intelligent of our young men" would not be able, in good conscience, to enter the ministry of the Church of England.63
In February 1861, when the English bishops wrote a letter to the Times condemning the essayists, Lubbock and his friend William Spottiswoode (1825-1883), also a liberal Anglican and a gentlemanly businessman with scientific interests, began to arouse support for the essayists among leading men of science. They drafted an address in support of the first essayist, Frederick Temple, thanking him for his attempt "to establish religious teaching on a firmer and broader foundation" and urging upon the world at large the need to modify theological beliefs in the light of the "general progress of thought."64 Spottiswoode, an Oxford mathematics graduate, visited Oxford to discuss strategy with Benjamin Jowett, one of the essayists, and Arthur Stanley, the leader of the Oxford Broad Church radicals. Spottiswoode and Lubbock hoped that scientific authority would encourage the Church authorities to modify either the creeds or the Act of Uniformity and so prevent an exodus by "the more liberal and thoughtful" clergy, unable to meet rigid interpretations of conformity.65 Hooker refused to sign because he believed that the public would realize how many names were missing from the list and therefore doubt that the memorial represented the judgment of scientific objectivity. Admitting the problem, Lubbock reluctantly withdrew the memorial: "it is irksome to do nothing while the battle of freedom is being fought, and I do think that the great liberal party should stand by their guns and their friends. The two societies were divided not only by the politics of race but also by morals and manners. The Anthropological Society's discussion of the effects of missionary activity on non-European cultures had incensed the missionary societies of England; it displayed a savage skeleton in its window to scandalize passersby; Richard Burton, the collector of phallic symbols, was among its members; and it had an X Club equivalent called the Cannibal Club that used a mace in the form of a Negro head.71 Such scandalous behavior brought science into disrepute and undermined the claims of the X network members that secular, scientific ethics and morality were more righteous than theological ethics and morality. When they dissented from established opinion it was in "a reverent spirit," but the Cannibal Club reveled in irreverence and impropriety.
Even worse, the anthropologicals were claiming that their racially based policies represented the scientific approach to political and social questions. Leading anthropologicals, while accusing the ethnologicals of attachment to the "unproven" theory of monogenesis, accepted polygenesis and based their arguments for essential human inequality on innate and permanent race differences. On these grounds they defended slavery, arguing that the "wicked" war in America demonstrated widespread ignorance of the conclusions of anthropological science; explained the Irish problem by reference to Irish racial characteristics; and, in 1866, defended the governor of Jamaica's brutal suppression of a black uprising. They opposed all melioristic theories and policies grounded on moral and political principles. Human equality is a chimera, Hunt claimed, and social science must be based on the "facts of human nature" rather than mere philanthropy. In the Ethnological Society the X network members aligned themselves with other liberals to associate science with liberal policies. The contrast was made particularly clear when, in 1866, Huxley, Spencer, freedom to express unorthodox opinion. Founded at the 1862 British Association meeting to promote a "thorough and earnest search after Scientific truth particularly in matters relating to Biology"-where "thorough" meant "free from the suspicion of temporizing and professing opinions on official grounds"-the Thorough Club had survived less than six months.83 The accusation that many people prevaricated about their true beliefs was the liberal challenge to the doctrinal conformity required by the Church. In the new club there was no prevarication: "amongst ourselves there is perfect outspokenness." "X Club" was chosen in May 1865, Spencer said, because "it committed us to nothing"-but if "X" committed them to nothing it was not because they were uncommitted. Perhaps names like Blastodermic Club and Thorough Club gave too much away. Even twenty years later Huxley hesitated to admit how much the alliance was deliberate, for they were still meeting and were still suspected of undue influence.84
In this account of the club's formation, Hooker, Lubbock, and Spottiswoode join Huxley in the limelight. Hooker initiated many of the projects to reform natural history education and institutions in the 1850s, and he was also involved in more polemical, extrascientific schemes, from getting Buckle into the Athenaeum and Stanley into the Philosophical Club to supporting Colenso. The lesser scientific reputations of Lubbock and Spottiswoode may have led twentieth-century historians of science unconsciously to underestimate their importance in the Victorian scientific community. Birth and wealth gave Spottiswoode and Lubbock, who became Sir John in 1865, both status and the relative freedom to follow their own interests. Both were important in making alliances between science and "the great liberal party" in the early 1860s. They came to occupy many official positions because, with their social standing and their commitment to naturalistic science and freedom of thought, they were acceptable to almost all parties. Spottiswoode had been treasurer of the British Association since 1861, and he was also the first X Club member to become an officer of the Royal Society. 85 The alliances the X Club members formed indicate commitments beyond professional science. Outside science, when seeking cultural recognition and leadership in the early 1860s, these self-proclaimed representatives of science formed alliances with gentlemen and liberals. They rejected both the politics and the manners of the Anthropological Society. They sought social and cultural recognition through the gentlemanly Athenaeum Club. Their alliances with germanizing theologians, Christian socialists, humanitarian ethnologists, and the liberals associated with John Stuart Mill aligned "Science" with liberal reforms in theology and in social policy. Commitments to naturalistic explanation and to melioristic social reform linked them to these groups. Hirst described the X Club members as committed to science "pure and free," but in the controversies of the early 1860s the focus was on defending freedom rather than purity. The relationship of "pure" science to industry and manufacturing and questions about government support for science were in the background.
Although professional concerns were also in the background in the early 1860s, this was a temporary consequence of many pressing conflicts. Hooker's network of naturalists had been building an infrastructure to support serious research in the late 1 850s, and similar concerns later occupied the larger network. But "professional" did not imply antagonism either to individual amateurs or to gentlemanly culture. Hooker sought the support of "really scientific" amateurs in achieving professional goals and sought entry to elite gentlemanly circles for his fellow professionals. The new professions were achieving the gentlemanly standing of the old professions, as the steady movement of the ambitious young professionals of the X network into the Athenaeum Club in the late 1850s and early 1860s illustrates. Hooker, Lubbock, and their friends were also changing the basis for gentlemanly standing by insisting-for example, in the cases of Buckle and Colensothat religious orthodoxy not be a criterion. The outsiders of 1851 were at the centers of social and cultural debate by 1864.86 The coincidental timing suggests that both the "Declaration of the Students of the Natural Sciences" and the controversies in the anthropological societies provoked the formation of the X Club. With the declaration the theological controversy that had embroiled the country for four years boiled over into the scientific community. Like the controversies among anthropologists, this was dangerously divisive, undermining the impartial image of calm, objective science. Who spoke for science? The "Students of the Natural Sciences"? The Anthropological Society of London, which claimed to study man scientifically and accused others of "religious mania" or "rights-of-man mania"? "Some of the leaders of Science in London," as the projectors of the Reader described themselves? If science was to have cultural authority, it had to speak with one voice. Not only in anthropological science, but more broadly, the X Club "leaders of Science in London" were trying to assert hegemony by presenting themselves as representatives of impartial science. They succeeded because, through the interaction of specialist expertise and gentlemanly standing, they became acknowledged spokespersons for science and because, through collaboration, they also achieved institutional power, most importantly in the two societies that stood for science as a whole, the British Association for the Advancement of Science and the Royal Society.87 They became, in Hooker's words, men of weight, of craft, and of party. 
